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Overview
Summary of my design, product, 
education, and leadership experience



18 Professional digital 
product & ux design 10 Educating ux/design  

at universities

10 Building & leading 
design teams

3

4 Managing 
digital products

Years Of



27
Public talks  
& workshops 

Hundreds at 
daily jobs

22
Notebooks 
destroyed 
with sketches 
and visual 
thinking

2
Kids. The. 
Hardest. 
Challenge. 
Ever!

4

900
Students 
participating 
in 390 hours 
of workshops 
and lectures



Clients/Teams ❦ Grafana Labs, Warner Bros. 
Discovery TVN, VML Poland, mBank, PZU, Slovenská 
Sporiteľňa, Nutricia Amsterdam, Ferrero 
Luxembourg, Vision Express, Grupa Żywiec, Philips, 
Crédit Agricole, Tarta National Park, Royal Canin, 
Unatrix, LIDL, Grow App (Bridgy Jones game), Jump 
bikes, FRØPT, Untitled Kingdom, Offscreen Mag, 
Studio Otwarte, and more.



Tools ❦ Figma, FigJam, Miro, MURAL, Sketch, Axure, 
Keynote/Powerpoint, InVision, Affinity, Marvel, 
Illustrator, Git, Pixelmator, Office Suites (Apple, 
Microsoft, Google), Code editors (Nova, Visual 
Studio), R, Slack, FullStory, Intercom, Dovetail, 
Optimal Workshop, User Interviews, Maze, Trello, 
Zoom, Teams, Asana, Confluence, Jira, HTML/CSS, 
and whatever else the context (project, team, client) 
requires.



◆ Managing and mentoring people with a 
focus on individualisation, growth, and 
psychological safety. 

◆ Design critique on various stages of work 
and to all types of audiences. 

◆ Presentation and marketing skills to make 
buy-ins, engage into projects, and tell 
stories. 

◆ Ability to connect the dots across 
technology, product, business, cx, and 
other relevant disciplines. 

◆ Never-ending curiosity toward work, 
world, and people. 

◆ System and abstract thinking allowing 
conceptualisation and ideation with vague 
and complex projects, and ability to 
translate concepts into actionable work. 

◆ Expert in designing information (including 
data visualisation), interactions, and 
interfaces (including visual design and 
typography). 

◆ Expert skills in quantitative and qualitative 
ux research. 

◆ Very strong analytical and strategic 
mindset.

Skills highlights:



miastologia
Local business, truly digital approach. This one is 
about product, ux and service design. It includes 
both strategic and craft level of work. Team 
endeavour, as always.



Rolemiastologia
Architecture studio and 
real estate developer  
in one. From zero to full 
digital. Changing 
market statu quo with 
flexible apartments.

Digital products owner,  
UX/service designer, researcher

Team Working along co-founders, developer, 
lead architect, operations specialist, and 
external contractors (branding studio, 
hired digital agency for a year contact)

Dec 2014—May 2018

Goal Bring flexible apartments offer to the 
market, and enable on-line sales

Challenges Connecting the roadmap with legal 
requirements, construction site planning 
and challenging market stereotypes

Outcomes CRM, apartment configurator app, 
marketing website, digital back office, 
and showroom (in reality)

MIASTOLOGIA.PL

https://miastologia.pl
https://miastologia.pl
https://miastologia.pl
https://miastologia.pl
https://miastologia.pl
https://miastologia.pl
https://miastologia.pl
https://miastologia.pl
https://miastologia.pl
https://miastologia.pl


My miastologia’s story 
is best told with 
a roadmap. 

I was responsible for its 
envisioning, execution, 
and communication, 
while working with 
cross-disciplinary team.
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Landing page 
with newsletter 
sign-ups

Product  
story (value 
proposition)

Knowledge 
base pages

CRM

Pre-sale launch  
& reservations

Apartment 
configurator 
app

Customer 
account

Showroom  
(M-2 flat)

Post 
purchase 
support

Notary 
agreement

Apartment  
fit-out setup

Showroom  
(fitout)

Digital agency 
(UI designer, front-end 
developer, back-end 
developer, project manager)

In-house development 
(full stack developer, ux 
and ui design)

Branding 
agency 
(brand, story, 
copywriting)

No digital, 
no service

All sales and 
customer support 
processes on-line

Business

Client

Back-office 
and service

Cooperation

Technology  
stack

Architectural product 
management system

Building brand 
awareness

11

Brake even 
for digital tools

On-line sales 
hypothesis confirmed

Product-market  
fit
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Work snapshots Examples of activities, deliverables and work and 
work done during the years at miastologia↓
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A flexible apartment system, that 
allowed people to choose type of a flat 
they will purchase—thus impacting 
a construction process—required 
a flexible, adaptable and future proof 
digital tools to present, sell and 
manage the offer.

Illustrations by Studio Otwarte
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How to translate this…

… into that?

And then make it a good 
experience for people too!

First problem!
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From product story to full fledged apartment management tool—for people and for miastologia.

UI Design by 
RIOT Agency
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I have prototyped the knowledge base pages, that 
told stories of every aspect of the offer, straight in 
HTML/CSS, and then handled it to digital agency – 
thanks to semantic HTML, the agency replaced the 
CSS with a polished version of UI. 

Thanks to the approach, we were able to focus on 
every word, phrase and piece of information, and 
see it in the context. 

The copy was written and edited in team of 
3 people, and (apart from the prototyping) I was 
responsible for information architecture, ux writing 
and briefing the brand agency for illustrations. 

We tested with users for clarity and information 
structure.
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It was also easy to print the 
pages and do a bit of a zoom 
out, to see a bigger picture—
and a very effective team 
workshop as well.
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Prototyping and 
testing layout, 
price structure 
and copywriting 
of the offer 
communication.
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Apartment configurator application 
Responsive application enabled people to do everything on their mobile devices.

Select location 
and building

Select flat 
(flexible apartment system)

Follow steps  
to notary agreement

Setup your new 
apartment from  

available options

UI Design by 
RIOT Agency
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UI mockups
Service blueprint 

ideogram (used in  
team communication)

Apartment 
configuration  
and purchase 
steps artefacts 
during different 
phases. (1)

Workshops



Specification  
for developer

Apartment 
configuration  
and purchase 

steps (2)
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Initial concepts 

Information architecture and content,  
wireframes and interaction design patterns.
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Looking for  
the best abstraction  
(simple shapes, 
basic information 
for people) of an 
apartment layout…



All team access to product 
management: locations, 
apartments, sales flow and 
stats.



Outcomes of a card-sorting session at early 
stage of discovery. 

My objective was to understand the real estate 
development process—legal, construction, 
sales. 

This was a starting point for both: front 
(including ux research) and back office work. 

The workshop was done with operations and 
investment specialist.

26
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Initial database draft based on 
product (locations, apartments 
flexible system) structure. I was 

consulting many iterations of the 
system structure with back-end 

developers and architects to come 
up with change proof and adaptable 

architecture.



We had build a self-service showroom with beacons and 
guide app, but instead decided to welcome clients in 
person, to gather insights, and to learn about the decision 
process. 

We had done over 200 interviews and after each of them 
used the insights to inform our decisions and create 
relevant connections with clients. 

Impact and value of that analogue approach was way 
bigger then launching a cool tech solution.
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Apartment prototype & showroom
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Physical prototype of  
a showroom.

Showroom displayed 
elements of an apartment 
fit-out.

Customers can customise 
their apartments on-line.

Connecting real and digital for the best experience
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Whenever we were to introduce new module (set of 
features solving specific problem or business 
objective) or kick-off the new process, I have 
prepared an introductory presentation for the team.
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Real life decisions: should you choose  

aluminium or wooden ribs for the floor heater? 

Architects prefer aluminium, but a bit of empathy makes 

you wonder about that child's bare feet touching the floor 

(and heater grill!)—suddenly, wood would 

 feels so much better!
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On the architectural blueprint it 

might seem OK to have only 

one socket here. But it is not. 

So we added two more.
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I did some 
illustrations, like 
this refundable  
reservation fees  
ad.



And this citylight 
advertisement 
poster printed 
and hanged near 
the construction 
sites.
Illustrations by Studio Otwarte



For me miastologia was about choices. Some 
were based on research, others on 
experience, and few had just to be made. 

Every choice had impact on business or on 
people. From the feedback we got, I reason 
the impact was positive.  

It is a good design. And people voted with 
their purchases and feedback.



FRØPT
Second of three work stories. More pure user 
experience and ui work, app production and ux 
research. Working closely with business owners to 
build custom e-commerce and translate 
complicated offer into calm and simple product.



Role

FRØPT
Custom made fronts for 
IKEA cabinets with  
e-commerce app, back 
office, and marketing 
website. In 6 months.

UX strategy and design, 
UI design, production 

Team Working with co-founders, digital 
strategist, brand designer and full stack 
developer

2018

Goal Sell custom fronts online and improve 
fulfilment process

Challenges Limited resources (bootstrapped 
business) and complicated product 
structure

Outcomes Custom e-commerce, marketing website 
and fulfilment back office

FROPT.PL

https://fropt.pl
https://fropt.pl
https://fropt.pl
https://fropt.pl
https://fropt.pl
https://fropt.pl
https://fropt.pl
https://fropt.pl
https://fropt.pl
https://fropt.pl
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A clean web interface with mobile 
first approach. During the interviews 
people expressed that the design 
resonated with them and gave them 
peace – exact words!

This is the firs iteration of the user 
interface design based on brand 
designer concepts and collages.
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Some of my  
sketches at different stages of 

design: gathering of the inputs, 
searching for mise-en-scène, icon 

ideas, modules and page structure, 
flows and creative concepts. 

I sketch to force myself to generate 
more and have an artefact for team 

or client work.
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We had to redesign checkout flow after 
the first implementation, as we have 
observed user behaviours that we had 
not anticipated (and we had no 
benchmark)—mainly regarding how the 
configurator is going to be used.
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I have decided to design mobile first, even thought a lot of 
information had to be displayed—especially for configurator part.
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I have designed and prototyped all the UI in 
Sketch (with a help of InVision and Marvel). 

I have worked with brand designer, who 
delivered basic brand assets (font, colours, 
illustrations) and print materials. 

My responsibility was to make everything 
digital native, including icons design. 

The Sketch file included all the screens, 
module states and breakpoints, so it could 
be a specification for full stack developer, 
who I hired and worked with on producing 
the website and back-office.



FRØPT operates and sells the fronts via the 
configurator continuously. New collection is 
on its way. 

The concept won many interior design 
awards, and 2 female co-founders were 
recognised as creative businesswoman. 

People found the website calming and clear, 
and the configurator easy to use. 

All of that makes me very happy.



Vision Express
Third and last work story. Old one, but most of the 
elements still work, although maintained by 
different companies. A team work project, based on 
usability research and one of the first big 
responsive design productions in Poland.



Role

Vision Express
Customer experience 
systems for optics 
eyewear merchant.

UX design direction & team lead, 
UX researcher

Team Working with front-end and back-end 
developers, project manager, senior UX 
designer, creative director and client’s 
team

2012—2013

Goal Bring offer to online and improve 
customer experience at 160 store 
locations

Challenges E-commerce form scratch, first big 
responsive design implementation in 
Poland

Outcomes Customer and visits management tool,  
e-commerce, marketing website

VISIONEXPRESS.PL

https://visionexpress.pl
https://visionexpress.pl
https://visionexpress.pl
https://visionexpress.pl
https://visionexpress.pl
https://visionexpress.pl
https://visionexpress.pl
https://visionexpress.pl
https://visionexpress.pl
https://visionexpress.pl
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E-commerce 
and brand website

Optics Consultation Appointment 
System (working at 160+ locations)

As they can be access today  
(May 2019, 6 years after the launch—almost the same)

UX Design by Diana 
Sarlińska, UI Design by 

Tomek Szkodziński
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Being a ux designer  
and a researcher for this product:

Being a ux director  
for this product: 

Working with creative director, front-end and back end-developers, senior ux designer,  
external usability research company and clients’ team along the way on both products.

UX Design by Diana 
Sarlińska, UI Design by 

Tomek Szkodziński
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It took few strategic workshops with client to follow the decision of producing responsive application 
and doing usability testing (with eye-tracker) with prototypes and production ready code.

UI Design 
by Tomek 
Szkodziński
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Axure prototype included all the exploration,  
purchase and support scenarios 

(HTML/CSS/JS clickable website used for testing)
Final Photoshop UI design 

by Tomek Szkodziński

Ha! No Sketch back then!)
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We wanted to introduce a 3-eyed character  
as an emotional design approach

Unfortunately we failed to find evidence in 
research that this approach would impact 
user experience positively. The client was 
not ready for this risk. 

they position themselves as medically 
driven company, and doing responsive 
design e-commerce was hard decision for 
them on its own. 

I still like that grey fellow.

UI Design by Tomek Szkodziński
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A lot of focus and research was related to 
order process. At the time, the main 
business was from contact lenses, and 
competition was strong, so we had a 
pressure to launch a shop that will sell. 

The conversion rate (confirmed purchase) 
after the launch was 5%. 

And the revenues (tracked using  
e-commerce analytics) were very satisfying 
for the client.
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With contact lenses, some people (including me) use different ones for left and right 
eye. We designed and tested few versions of the left/right eye picker, before we found 

the one that was best for users.



Vision Express was about putting in place 
a digital sales strategy of a bricks-and-mortar 
enterprise, setting it up for success after the 
launch, and securing it for the future. 

As for the times and Polish context, the 
process of delivering this project was a 
novelty—frequent workshops with client, 
research (usability and ethnography) and 
responsive front-end technologies. 

It might be an old one, but it is still here.



TVN Discovery
Building stage for others to build products. I was 
hired as a head of UX and product design at TVN 
Discovery to lead work of 5 designers responsible 
for the biggest customer facing digital products 
change the company has ever done.



Role

TVN Discovery
TVN is the biggest 
media and 
entertainment company 
in Poland. Discovery is 
a global mass media 
company.

Head of UX and Product Design Team 
of 5 people.

Team Working along with business owners, 
product managers, research and 
analytics team, editorial team, 
developers and designers.

2019—2020

Goal Introduce new design ops practices. 
Improve quality of ux and product design 
projects.

Challenges A lot of parallel projects, waterfall 
processes and disconnection between 
design and other teams.

Outcomes Improved quality of communication, 
product design and ux evangelisation.
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Design operations start with how projects are collaborated on, handed off to developers, and stored for 
versioning and easy access for all team members. For the TVN Discovery Team, the choice was Sketch 

for Teams – but that is just a start. • Practices for delivering quality work are the main focus now.
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A Confluence template based on Lean UX Canvas for 
summarising project context, goal, audience and hypothesis.

I am responsible for changing how different 
tram work with and define projects done by 
the UX & Product Design team. 

As an example, I have introduced a Lean UX 
Canvas for fast project scoping and kick-off 
workshop framework. As well as an 
accessible for all project sheet. 

The introduction of the Lean UX Canvas 
based template is gradual, and I run 
dedicated workshops for teams.

Lean UX Canvas (v2)

Users
What types (i.e., personas) of users and customers should you focus on first?
(Hint: Who buys your product or service? Who uses it? Who configures it? Etc)

Solutions
What can we make that will solve our business problem and 
meet the needs of our customers at the same time? List 
product, feature, or enhancement ideas here. 

User Outcomes & Benefits
Why would your users seek out your product or service? What benefit would they gain from 
using it? What behavior change can we observe that tells us they've achieved their goal?
(Hint: Save money, get a promotion, spend more time with family)

Hypotheses
Combine the assumptions from 2, 3, 4 & 5 into the following hypothesis statement: 
“We believe that [business outcome] will be achieved if [user] attains [benefit] with [feature].”
(Hint: Each hypothesis should focus on one feature only.)

What’s the least amount of work we need 
to do to learn the next most important 
thing?
Design experiments to learn as fast as you can whether your riskiest assumption is true or 
false. 

Business Problem
What problem does the business have that you are trying to solve? 
(Hint: Consider your current offerings and how they delver value, changes in the market, 
delivery channels, competitive threats and customer behavior.)

Business Outcomes 
How will you know you solved the business problem? What will you measure? 
(Hint: What will people/users be doing differently if your solutions work? Consider metrics 
that indicate customer success like average order value, time on site, and retention rate.) 

Title of initiative: Date:

Iteration:

5
3

8

1

6

4

7

2

Download this canvas at: www.jeffgothelf.com/blog/leanuxcanvas-v2

What’s the most important 
thing we need to learn first?
For each hypothesis from Box 6, identify its riskiest 
assumptions. Then determine the riskiest one right now. This is 
the assumption that will cause the entire idea to fail if it’s 
wrong. 

(Hint: In the early stages of a hypothesis focus on risks to value 
rather than feasibility.) 

NOW
HOW DO WE 
THINK WE 
WILL GET 
THERE?

HOW WILL WE FIND OUT IF WE’RE RIGHT?

Do całych systemów, 
nowych produktów, ale też 
poszczególnych funkcji.
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On the wall: printed screens for new customer facing 
single-sign-on account flow soon to be used across all 

digital products of TVN Discovery.

But the change is also about the 
visibility of the UX work, news ways 
of collaborating for team members 

(workshops, participation in scrum/
agile rituals) and setting up new 

standards for our work.



Notable projects I oversaw to help teams have all they 
need to do their best work: 
✤ Launch of new tvn24.pl (one of the biggest Polish news sites) website and 

progressive web app 

✤ Introduction of paywall for premium content (new business model for the 
company) 

✤ Redesign of player.pl (biggest Polish streaming service) interface 

✤ New single-sign-on account (authentication and identity) for all users of 
digital products 

✤ Product strategy for new entertainment ecosystem (apps and websites)

http://tvn24.pl
http://player.pl
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Sports widgets 
Responsive and embeddable widgets for all the 
disciplines for Eurosport and news products. 

UI Designs by Michał Huszcza and Kamil Tuleja

Design System 
for sports widgets
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New player.pl 
interface for 
all streaming 
platforms 
Based on usage data, 
prototyping on streaming 
devices and with users. 

UI Designs by Magda Pomierny

Design System 
for sports widgets

http://player.pl
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Motion design for 
timeline progress bar 
with new ides for time 
display. 

And icons library (work 
in progress…). 
 
UI Design  
by Magda Pomierny
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Paywall introduction and 
content bundles for 
users

Dane  
płatności Transakcja

Pricing tylko  
dla GO

Metoda 
płatności

Uwierzytelnienie 
w starym modelu

Wymaga zmiany ze 
względu na obsługę 
cookies!

Potwierdzenie 
(tylko GO)

Obecna ścieżka zakupowa nie uwzględnia zakupu  
artykułu Premium i ograniczona jest do „świata” GO.

Artykuł Premium 
lub Wideo GO

Wybór pakietu 
Go Premium

Wybór metody  
płatności

Logowanie  
lub rejestracja do konta

Płatność, potwierdzenie i powrót  
do wideo GO lub artykułu Premium

TVN24.pl  
lub Web/App GO

Sklep GO 
(pricing)

Sklep GO Nowe konto Sklep GO

21 3 4 5

Konto Konto

Artykuł Premium 
lub Wideo GO

Wybór pakietu 
Go Premium

Uwierzytelnienie 
 i płatność

Konto

TVN24.pl  
lub Web/App GO 
lub Inny Portal/Produkt

Sklep GO 
(albo dowolny koszyk  
zakupowy w dowolnym  
portalu)

Nowe konto – wszystkie dane klientów w jednym miejscu, wszystko na naszej platformie, możliwość łatwej integracji z innymi portalami

21 3

Konto

Logowanie Płatność Potwierdzenie

KontoKontoKonto Konto

UI Design by Dawid Tracz

New single-sign-on 
account in the context of 
subscription purchase.

Modelling and 
redesigning UX flows in 
the context of digital 
products
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Product strategy for  
entertainment  
ecosystem 
UI Designs by Michał Huszcza



I was there only to help others achieve their 
goals by asking questions, removing 
unnecessary friction, and providing all the 
required tools to to the work and be 
understood by other teams across the 
organisation. 

It has been 9 months, but I am really proud of 
the team and the quality of the projects they 
shipped!



Other projects
Some one-slide honourable mentions. Just to 
broaden the perspective.
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Awarded iOS game about Bridgy Jones, his dog and building bridges ☛ A game about bridges; a project 
about game mechanics, plot and interface. Released by Chillingo. ❦ Initial story concept development 

and general user experience design direction (including game mechanics, screens and player 
progression) for GrowApp.

WATCH VIDEO

Illustrations by Greg Gut

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jPvMfbR4Kso
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jPvMfbR4Kso
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jPvMfbR4Kso
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jPvMfbR4Kso
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jPvMfbR4Kso
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jPvMfbR4Kso
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jPvMfbR4Kso
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jPvMfbR4Kso
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jPvMfbR4Kso
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jPvMfbR4Kso
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Blockchain wallet UX design ☛ A minimum viable product definition and interaction 
design for a certain client. ❦ UX design and product strategy consultation (aktan.fr)

Hello world!

Start SmartSafe Wallet

Recover account

We will create your anonumous account, generate your keys. 
And Terms of Service and Privacy Policy apply.

Scan address

!

Make it anonumous, but 
personal. Yours and secure.

A new kind of wallet for your 
ether and your apps. Unchained.

Start with 0 eth and do not stop 
at the 0.

Super fast transactions.

QR Safe AccountAppsTransfer

Pick your name – unique and 
easy to read. No more 
0x50m3th1ng!

+ 10 GWEI

Maybe later in profile Pick name

Set a profile picture, so friends 
can recognize you in a glimpse.

+ 5 GWEI

Maybe later in profile

89
PTS

Registered ENS name: john.smartsafe.eth

Successfully secured account with mnemonics. 
Hope, you still have it safe. And smart.

Good morning world!

Activity

5 m

Today

Yesterday

Smart Safe

Wallet

QR Safe AccountAppsTransfer

You have
5.363 ETH

onchain funds

You have
0.0041 ETH

offchain funds

Learn more 
about on and offchain

You do not have enough funds to deploy your 
account onchain at the moment.

DEPLOY ACCOUNT

Connect onchain Ethereum devices to cover 
deployment costs or Gather Gwei using the 

application.

Learn more about SmartSafe.

QR Safe AccountAppsTransfer

New 
transaction

Transactions

Waiting to send 0,067 Ξ to 0x345[…]456

Failed transaction of 0,067 Ξ to 0x345[…]456

Received 0,073 Ξ from 0x387[…]a56

TODAY YESTERDAY THIS WEEK THIS MONTH NOVEMBER

SUCCESSFUL

FAILED

PENDING

History

5 m

2 h

3:21 am 

OUTGOING

OUTGOING

INCOMING

ONCHAIN

ONCHAIN

OFFCHAIN

"

"

"

QR Safe AccountAppsTransfer

RECIPIENT

AMOUNT

UNIT GAS PRICE (one of 21 000)

SCAN 
QR

ETH

GWEI

Ξ

0xAddress or ENS name

ETH to be send

Price per unit of gas

This equals to 234 USD at the moment

You can send to other offchain recipients only

Total fee is 0.0014 ETH at the moment

A total of 0.0345 ETH will be due. 

New transaction

You are offchain

You can send ETH using other 
linked onchain device or deploy your account onchain first.

Learn more about on and offchain

Send funds!

QR Safe AccountAppsTransfer

RECIPIENT

AMOUNT

TRANSACTION TOTAL

TRANSACTION FEE

0x342[…]234

0.067 Ξ

0.06714 Ξ

0.000014 Ξ

Copy address

TX 0xADDRESS Details Learn more

Transaction Receipt

Onchain
transaction

Successful
transaction

Repeat transaction

QR Safe AccountAppsTransfer

RECIPIENT

AMOUNT

TRANSACTION TOTAL

TRANSACTION FEE

john.smartsafe.eth

0.067 Ξ

0.06714 Ξ

0.000014 Ξ

View 0xADDRESS

Notifications are disabled. Turn notifications on 
to receive transaction status.

TX 0xADDRESS Details Learn more

Transaction Sent

Onchain
transaction

Pending
transaction

Transactions

QR Safe AccountAppsTransfer

RECIPIENT

AMOUNT

TRANSACTION TOTAL

TRANSACTION FEE

john.smartsafe.eth

0.067 Ξ

0.06714 Ξ

0.000014 Ξ

View 0xADDRESS

After confirmation we will ask you to turn on your 
notifications, so we can let you know about a status of 

the transaction

Confirm transaction

Onchain
transaction

Confirm and send

QR Safe AccountAppsTransfer

Apps

Interested in develoing distributed apps 
than allow super fast and cheap funds 

transfer?

Learn more 
about Archanova Platform SDK 

fueled by Ethereum

More apps and games coming to the 
platform soon…

#

TICK╳TACK◦TOE
Game by NetGum

Visit website Play

QR Safe AccountAppsTransfer

Account

Secure your ENS name

Wally the Wallet

Type a name/nick of your choice. Your ENS will be:
YOUR-ENS-NAME.smartsafe.eth

SETTINGS

REMOVE

REMOVE

Add name for a device

Edit name

ADD
DEVICE

0x5f80BC8EBd5C86d944e1c2F3FE6b96f0EeEF9F8f

0x5f80BC8EBd5C86d944e1c2F3FE6b96f0EeEF9F8f

Linked devices

ADDED 12/31/2018

ADDED 12/31/2018

CONTRACT

ADDRESS

$

$

ONCHAIN

ONCHAIN

ALL OFFCHAIN ONCHAIN

Scan Show

QR Safe AccountAppsTransfer

QR Code

0xADDRESS

YOU CAN ALSO
type or paste 0xADDRESS

CLOSE

QR Safe AccountAppsTransfer

QR Code

0x3498273487293749273942
e823749827394729374923293

Your address
Copy to cpliboard

CLOSE

Scan Show

QR Safe AccountAppsTransfer

Settings

Secure your account 

Deploy your account (go onchain)

Notification settings

Remove account and reset application

Default currency

[NetGum and Archanova 
information with Learn.

 More links to SDK, website 
and social media accounts.]

USD

QR Safe AccountAppsTransfer

Secure your account

Learn more about mnemonics

1. These words are reqired to restore your account.

2. Order of the words matter. 

3. This is the last time you see the words – 
memorise, print, write down or screenshot the 
words.

4. Knowing the words in this order allows others 
to access your account – secure the words!

one1

4

7

10

potatoe2

5

8

11

two3

6

9

12

potatoe potatoe

potatoe

potatoe more

four five

six

three

Confirm

QR Safe AccountAppsTransfer

Confirm mnemonics

1

4

11

See the words again

Type in the words matching the correct order to 
confirm that you have secured them

Check and secure

Remeber! No way back after this one

WELCOME

SMART SAFE – HOME

WALLET TRANSACTIONS

NEW TRANSACTION

TRANSACTION RECEIPT (DETAILS)

TRANSACTION SENT

CONFIRM TRANSACTION

APPS ACCOUNT (1ST LEVEL)

Initial onboarding 
notifications:

Central circle displays funds 
in the safe, with an 
abstraction of a safe and a 
profile picture (generated 
based on hash, as a usnique 
image). By tapping the safe 
(circle) we enter detai view 
of a safe.

Lines and smaller circles 
convey abstraction of an on-/
offchain state of the 
account.

Activity is chronological 
(newest on top) log of things 
that have happened like 
onboarding challanges 
completed, transactions, new 
content, etc.

Deploy account is inactive 
until the offchain funds can 
cover the cost of 
transaction.

Connect device opens QR 
screen

Learn more redirects to 
content website about 
SmartSafe.

Wavy line can show the change 
in wallet funds.

On-/off chain balance can be 
shown as a graph also.

Ask for notifications system 
dialog.

If declined, display info 
about notifications beeing 
disabled. Link goes to system 
preferences screen with 
notifications for SmartSafe.

After Confirm and send, the 
system prompt to turn on 
notifications appears.

SmartSafe application Minimum Viable Product 
concept for NetGum’s blockchain wallet.

Version MVP/v5.1 (1.01.2019)

Repeat transaction opens new 
transaction form with inputs 
prefilled with current 
transaction data.

Play opens and in-app browser 
with tick-tack-toe game.

Learn more redirects to 
NetGum content pages.

Profile picture (circle in 
the middle) should be a 
generetaed, unique image 
based on the hash of the 
account.

Add device opens a QR Code 
scanner with optional input 
for 0xADDRESS

Secure your ENS name states:

After start, the system 
creates a new account and 
generates unique avatar

VALUE:

Limit the entry point for 
wallet application by 

limiting the number of steps 
required to have a usable 

app.

VALUE:

Introduce onboarding 
experience that guides users 

step by step through the 
possible steps.

VALUE:

Limit the problem of no funds 
as a entry barrier for 
Ethereum and wallet.

VALUE:

Provide basic 
transaction 

feature for users 
of Ethereum.

VALUE:

Limit the transaction 
cost by allowing off-
chain smartcontract 

transactions

VALUE:

Prove capabilities of 
account and off-chain 

features as a solution to 
gather funds from 0.

VALUE:

Give users a familiar 
mental model of account 
creation—and a familiar 
space of resemblance.

VALUE:

Enable off-chain 
authorization on-chain 

VALUE:

Simplify transactions 
and authorization with 
easy and fast access to 

QR Code (instead of 
0xADDRESS)

Recover account displays a 
dialog with mnemonics, scan 
address opens QR code scanner 
with optional input for 
0xADDRESS.

History can be filtered by 
timeframes.

On-/offchain indicator links 
to the Wallet screen. 
Background can relate to 
unique account image. 
Additional iconoggraphy or 
border/elements should be 
included. The line is 
connected when onchain and 
unlinked when offchain.

Statuses: pending/failed/
siccessful, onchain/offchain, 
incoming/outgoing.

Edit state Error state First time success Display name

Remove displays system dialog 
to confirm removal of a 
device

Filter displays all/onchain/
offchain devices

Add name and Edit name 
display a system dialog to 
input a name (names do not 
have to be unique)

Default currency allows 
picking (using system select 
menu) cutrrency.

Remove account deletes all 
Archanova backend database 
records related to the 
account, but not the 
anonumous transactions 
blocks. THIS ACTION NEEDS TO 
BE CONFIRMED USING A SYSTEM 
POPUP WITH INPUT TO TYPE 
“DELETE” AND CONFIRMATION 
BUTTON.

Notification settings opens 
system specific screen for 
notifications settings for 
the app.

Secure account is active as a 
link untill the mnemonic 
phrase is generated. After 
generation, the tick appears 
in the menu:

SETTINGS QR SCAN

QR DISPLAYSECURE YOUR ACCOUNT

CONFIRM MNEMONICS

Pick your name – unique and 
easy to read. No more 
0x50m3th1ng!

+ 10 GWEI

Maybe later in Account Pick name

Secure your account, so you can 
restore your account later, or use 
it on other device.

+ 100 GWEI

Maybe later in 
Account > Settings Secure account

Invite your friends to the fastest, 
simplest and easy to start with 
Ethereum wallet.

+200 GWEI PER FRIEND

Maybe later in 
Account > Settings Invite friends

Play a tick, tack, toe. Play well, 
and who know… Maybe you can 
win some.

+5 GWEI PER WIN

Maybe later in Apps Play game

Turn on notifications, so we can 
update you on new features and 
transactions status.

+5 GWEI

Maybe later in 
Account > Settings Notify me!

Link other devices like addresses, 
games, contracts or apps, to use 
with SmartSafe

+5 GWEI PER DEVICE

Maybe later in 
Account Add device

john.smartsafe.ethjohn.smartsafe.eth

Edit
(You can do this only once)

john john.smartsafe.eth .smartsafe.eth

Save name
This name is already taken. 

Type something else or Cancel
Hello john! You can now use john.smartsafe.eth 
instead of your 0xADDRESS. This is like having

a domain name for a website. If you made
a mistake, you can edit your name once. Edit?

Calculate ETH to CURRENCY and 
fee on the fly.

Secured using mnemonics

3 ramndom words to fill in 
appear to ensure that the 
user has memorized the 12 
words

12 words are generated from 
hash

Learn more redirects to 
content pages about mnemonics

1

4

7

10

2

5

8

11

3

6

9

12

Recover account

To recover account fill in your 
mnemonic seed phrase. 

http://aktan.fr
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Illustrations and brand concept for MOKO ☛ Working with co-founders on an e-commerce 
for modular furniture and brand strategy. ❦ Illustrations and UX strategy at aktan
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Contest website and CMS for moderators for Grupa Żywiec ☛ An online contest for writing 
short poems that exceeded clients expectations, give fun to thousands of participants and 

was a last Flash website I have worked on. ❦ UX design direction at VML Poland.

WATCH SCREENCAST

UI Design by Piotr Hudycz

https://vimeo.com/lukasztyrala/lepiej-zywiec
https://vimeo.com/lukasztyrala/lepiej-zywiec
https://vimeo.com/lukasztyrala/lepiej-zywiec
https://vimeo.com/lukasztyrala/lepiej-zywiec
https://vimeo.com/lukasztyrala/lepiej-zywiec
https://vimeo.com/lukasztyrala/lepiej-zywiec
https://vimeo.com/lukasztyrala/lepiej-zywiec
https://vimeo.com/lukasztyrala/lepiej-zywiec
https://vimeo.com/lukasztyrala/lepiej-zywiec
https://vimeo.com/lukasztyrala/lepiej-zywiec
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Communication website for PZU ☛ Campaign about safe 
driving ❦ Creative concept and UX design direction.

WATCH SCREENCAST

UI Design by Piotr Hudycz

https://vimeo.com/118400440
https://vimeo.com/118400440
https://vimeo.com/118400440
https://vimeo.com/118400440
https://vimeo.com/118400440
https://vimeo.com/118400440
https://vimeo.com/118400440
https://vimeo.com/118400440
https://vimeo.com/118400440
https://vimeo.com/118400440
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Content portal for PZU ☛ Putting in place a new responsive content 
portal with custom Content Management system and back office 

workflow ❦ UX design direction.

WATCH SCREENCAST
UI Design by Marcin Krawczyński

https://vimeo.com/118400443
https://vimeo.com/118400443
https://vimeo.com/118400443
https://vimeo.com/118400443
https://vimeo.com/118400443
https://vimeo.com/118400443
https://vimeo.com/118400443
https://vimeo.com/118400443
https://vimeo.com/118400443
https://vimeo.com/118400443
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Intranet for Nutricia Amsterdam ☛ Simplifying communication in a multinational 
corporate environment and bringing everyone onboard along the way. ❦ UX 

design direction and web production at VML Poland.

WATCH SCREENCAST

https://vimeo.com/328423661
https://vimeo.com/328423661
https://vimeo.com/328423661
https://vimeo.com/328423661
https://vimeo.com/328423661
https://vimeo.com/328423661
https://vimeo.com/328423661
https://vimeo.com/328423661
https://vimeo.com/328423661
https://vimeo.com/328423661
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Mentoring and public speaking
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Research about games for kids with Danone France ☛ Research on how to make 
parents’ and kids play together on a device that usually makes us not see people around 

us. ❦ UX research and design direction at VML Poland.
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Evolution of SzuKIO.pl ☛ Introduced new interface and 
pricing model for a government procurement 

documents search engine and tool, based on current 
segmentation and customer insights ❦ UX and Product 

Design Strategy Consultant at lukasztyrala.pl
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Running Customer Journey Mapping course  
at University of Social Sciences and Humanities
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Unatrix, a platform for managing engineering talent ☛ I did interaction design before user experience 
kicked-in. Designing on paper and deciding in code. Being front-end developer when that was unfashionable 

and everyone mocked javascript. Working directly with the client to bring a tool that kept its competitive 
advantages for 7 years. ❦ Lead front-end development and interaction design at Creativestyle.

Marketing 
website by 
Unatrix
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wine wine—a wine (duh!) e-commerce concept ☛ Never implemented, 
unfortunately ❦ Creative concept and UX design direction.
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Running a workshop for a big corporate client on topic of office space merging  
and their switch to activity based work



Thank you

lukasz@tyra.la 
lukasz.tyra.la 
+48 504 569 562

If you have further questions regarding 
my work or the projects, please let me 
know. I will be happy to talk in more 
details or guide you through each of 
them more thoroughly.

mailto:lukasz@tyra.la
http://lukasz.tyra.la

